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Abstract—After a plethora of high-profile RowHammer attacks, CPUs and DRAM vendors scrambled to deliver what was meant to be the definitive hardware solution against the RowHammer problem: Target Row Refresh (TRR). A common belief among practitioners is that, for the latest generation of DDR4 systems that are protected by TRR, RowHammer is no longer an issue in practice. However, in reality, very little is known about TRR. How does TRR exactly prevent RowHammer? Which parts of a system are responsible for operating the TRR mechanism? Does TRR completely solve the RowHammer problem or does it have weaknesses?

In this paper, we demystify the inner workings of TRR and debunk its security guarantees. We show that what is advertised as a single mitigation mechanism is actually a series of different solutions coalesced under the umbrella term Target Row Refresh. We inspect and disclose, via a deep analysis, different existing TRR solutions and demonstrate that modern implementations operate entirely inside DRAM chips. Despite the difficulties of analyzing in-DRAM mitigations, we describe novel techniques for gaining insights into the operation of these mitigation mechanisms. These insights allow us to build TRRespass, a scalable black-box RowHammer fuzzer that we evaluate on 42 recent DDR4 modules.

TRRespass shows that even the latest generation DDR4 chips with in-DRAM TRR, immune to all known RowHammer attacks, are often still vulnerable to new TRR-aware variants of RowHammer that we develop. In particular, TRRespass finds that, on present-day DDR4 modules, RowHammer is still possible when many aggressor rows are used (as many as 19 in some cases), with a method we generally refer to as Many-sided RowHammer. Overall, our analysis shows that 13 out of the 42 modules from all three major DRAM vendors (i.e., Samsung, Micron, and Hynix) are vulnerable to our TRR-aware RowHammer access patterns, and thus one can still mount existing state-of-the-art system-level RowHammer attacks. In addition to DDR4, we also experiment with LPDDR4(X) chips and show that they are susceptible to RowHammer bit flips too. Our results provide concrete evidence that the pursuit of better RowHammer mitigations must continue.

I. INTRODUCTION

Is RowHammer a solved problem? The leading DRAM vendors have already answered this question with a resounding “yes”, advertising the latest generation DDR4 systems as RowHammer-free and using Target Row Refresh (TRR) as the “silver bullet” that eradicates the vulnerability [63], [70]. Unfortunately, very little is known about the actual implementation or security of TRR on modern systems. Even the major consumers of DRAM in the industry have to simply take the DRAM vendors at their word as the vendors do not disclose the details of the TRR schemes they implement. In this paper, we question this security by obscurity strategy and analyze the mechanisms behind TRR to bypass this prevalent mitigation. Our results are worrisome, showing that RowHammer is not only still unsolved, but also that the vulnerability is widespread even in latest off-the-shelf DRAM chips. Moreover, once the RowHammer mitigation mechanism is turned off, 2 we observe bit flips with as few as 45K DRAM row activations, showing that DDR4 and LPDDR4(X) chips are more vulnerable to RowHammer than their DDR3 predecessors, which can tolerate much higher row activation counts (e.g., ~139K [51]).

RowHammer. Within only five years since its discovery, exploits based on the RowHammer vulnerability [51] have spread to almost every type of computing system [71], [72]. Computers such as desktops, laptops, or servers [14], [25], [27], [28], [56], cloud servers [23], [33], [54], [77], [79], [89], [96], and mobile phones [25], [91], [92] have all fallen victim to attacks with RowHammer bit flips triggered from native code [12], [25], [27], [33], [77]–[79], [81], [96]. JavaScript in the browser [14], [25], [28], [81] and even remote clients across the network [66], [89]. From an academic demonstration, the RowHammer vulnerability has evolved into a major security vulnerability for the entire industry. In response, hardware vendors have scrambled to address the RowHammer issue.

Target Row Refresh. Reliable solutions against RowHammer simply do not exist for older hardware and stopgap solutions such as using ECC and doubling (or even quadrupling) the refresh rate have proven ineffective [7], [23], [51]. In the early days of the DDR4 specification, DRAM vendors announced they would deploy the Target Row Refresh (TRR) mitigation mechanism on newer-generation DDRx systems to eradicate the RowHammer vulnerability [63], [70]. While reports of bit flips on DDR4 devices [27], [56], [66] suggest that the deployment of such mitigation mechanisms may not have been prompt, it is commonly assumed that TRR technology on recent DDR4 systems has put an end to RowHammer attacks [2], [5]. Nowadays, the leading DRAM vendors explicitly advertise RowHammer-free modules [63], [70]. Our initial assessment confirms that none of the known RowHammer variants produce bit flips on 42 recent DDR4 modules. However, little is known
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about TRR beyond what its name suggests, namely that it generates extra refreshes for rows targeted by RowHammer.

The many sides of TRR. In this paper, we take a closer look at the TRR implementations on modern systems. In contrast to what the literature suggests [66], we show that TRR is not a single mitigation mechanism but rather a family of solutions, implemented either in the CPU’s memory controller or in the DRAM chips themselves. One of the best-known implementations of TRR-like functionality, Intel’s pTRR [46], appeared in the memory controllers of Intel CPUs as early as 2014 to protect vulnerable DDR3 modules. Interestingly, while memory controller-based TRR implementations still exist in modern DDR4 systems, we show that they are now mostly dormant. This is presumably because such functionality is considered superfluous now that the DRAM vendors advertise RowHammer-free modules with in-DRAM TRR, i.e., TRR implemented entirely inside the DRAM chips [63], [70].

Unfortunately, none of the in-DRAM TRR variants are well documented. As a result, their security guarantees are buried deep inside the DRAM chips that embed them. This poses a major threat to the security of modern systems, if they turn out to be vulnerable after all.

TRRespass. To compensate for the lack of information, we investigate the mechanisms behind TRR and show that new TRR-aware attacks can still exploit the RowHammer vulnerability on modern DDR4 devices. We start our analysis by investigating TRR variants implemented in the memory controller and DRAM chips. We inspect memory controller-based TRR mechanisms using timing side channels to analyze when the memory controller performs a targeted refresh or whether it refreshes the entire DRAM at increased rate. Inspecting more recent in-DRAM TRR mechanisms is more challenging since these mechanisms operate transparently to the memory controller, and thus the rest of the system (e.g., targeted refresh may or may not happen during the fixed refresh latency). To address this challenge, we use SoftMC [31], an FPGA-based memory controller. SoftMC provides us with fine-grained control over the commands sent to DRAM. Using RowHammer bit flips and a careful selection of DRAM commands, we gradually reconstruct the different mitigations deployed on recent DDR4 modules, and uncover how they track the rows being hammered and how they protect the victim rows.

Our analysis shows that, while TRR implementations differ across DRAM vendors, most TRR variations can be bypassed by what we introduce as Many-sided RowHammer (i.e., RowHammer with many aggressor rows). Building on this insight, we present TRRespass to identify TRR-aware RowHammer access patterns on modern systems. Our fuzzing strategy generates many-sided RowHammer patterns in an entirely black-box fashion, without relying on any implementation details of the memory controller or DRAM chips. We show that relatively simple many-sided RowHammer patterns identified by TRRespass can successfully trigger bit flips on DDR4 DRAM chips from all three major DRAM manufacturers, namely Samsung, Micron, and Hynix (representing over 95% of the DRAM market [1]), as well as on mobile phones employing LPDDR4(X) DRAM chips. Overall, our analysis provides evidence for significant weaknesses in state-of-the-art TRR implementations, showing they can be bypassed to expose the vulnerable DDR4 substrate to state-of-the-art system-level RowHammer attacks.

Contributions. We make the following contributions:

• We present the first overview of different Target Row Refresh (TRR) implementations available on modern systems, which have been publicized as an effective solution to the RowHammer problem.
• We analyze the memory-controller-based and in-DRAM TRR implementations by the leading hardware vendors.
• We present TRRespass, a black-box RowHammer fuzzer, which can automatically identify TRR-bypassing RowHammer access patterns on 13 of 42 tested DDR4 modules from all three major DRAM manufacturers as well as 5 of 13 tested mobile phones.
• We use the RowHammer access patterns that TRRespass identifies on modern TRR-protected DDR4 and LPDDR4(X) DRAM chips to show how attackers can use TRR-aware RowHammer access patterns to mount state-of-the-art RowHammer attacks on these modules.

II. ROWHAMMER ON DDR4: STILL A PROBLEM?

Prior research has characterized [23], [51], [88], [91] and exploited the RowHammer vulnerability of DRAM [23], [25], [27], [28], [79], [89], [96]. While there has been systematic research on the vulnerability on DDR3 systems [51], [88], relatively little is known about the extent of RowHammer on recent DDR4 systems. In this section, we first provide the necessary background on DRAM and RowHammer for understanding the rest of the paper. We refer the reader to prior work [18]–[21], [29], [30], [50], [51], [57]–[61], [67], [68], [82]–[85], [97] for a more detailed description of DRAM organization and operation. Then, we perform a preliminary analysis on recent DDR4 systems using existing “hammering” patterns in the literature [27], [51], [88] to investigate the current status of the RowHammer vulnerability on DDR4.

A. DRAM Organization

Figure 1 depicts the high-level organization of a DRAM-based main memory subsystem. The CPU communicates with DRAM through the Memory Controller (from now on also referred to as MC). The MC is responsible for issuing memory requests to the corresponding DRAM channel. DRAM channels operate independently from each other and a single channel can host multiple memory modules (or DIMMs). DRAM chips in a DIMM are organized as a single rank or multiple ranks. The DRAM chips that form a rank operate in lock-step, simultaneously receiving the same DRAM command but operating on different data portions. Thus, a rank composed of several DRAM chips appears as a single large memory to the system. A DRAM chip contains multiple DRAM banks that operate in parallel.

Inside a bank. A DRAM bank can be logically seen as a two-dimensional array of DRAM cells (Figure 2). Cells that share a wordline are referred to as a DRAM row. The row decoder selects (i.e., activates) a row to load its data into the row buffer, where data can be read and modified. A DRAM cell consists of two components: (i) a capacitor and (ii) an access transistor. The capacitor stores a single bit of information as electrical
charge. During an access to a cell, the corresponding wordline enables the access transistor of the cell, which connects the cell capacitor to the bitline. Thus, to read/write data in a specific DRAM row, the memory controller first issues an ACTIVATE command to bring the row’s data into the row buffer. The row buffer consists of sense amplifiers, each connected to a bitline. Because row activation destroys the data stored in the cell capacitor, a sense amplifier not only successfully determines the bit stored in the cell, but also restores the charge back into the capacitor. After the activated row of cells is fully restored, the memory controller can issue a PRECHARGE command to close the row and prepare the bank for activating a different row.

Fig. 2: DRAM bank organization (logical).

DRAM cell capacitors are not ideal and they gradually lose their charge over time. Thus, the memory controller needs to refresh the contents of all cells periodically (usually every 64 ms) to prevent data loss.

B. RowHammer

RowHammer is a well-known DRAM vulnerability that has been investigated since 2012 [8], [10], [26], [51]. When a particular DRAM row is repeatedly activated and precharged many times (i.e., hammered), electro-magnetic interference between the hammered row and its neighbor rows can cause the cell capacitors in the neighbor rows to leak much faster than under normal operation. Rows that are hammered are referred to as aggressor rows, whereas their neighbor rows are referred to as victim rows. Kim et al. [51] are the first to perform a large-scale study of the properties of RowHammer bit flips on DDR3 modules. They report ~85% of the tested modules to be vulnerable to RowHammer. Since one can cause RowHammer bit flips solely by performing memory accesses, RowHammer quickly became a popular vector for developing real-world attacks [5], [11]–[13], [17], [23]–[25], [27], [28], [39], [66], [68]–[71], [81], [88], [91], [92], [96], [98].

Attacks. Seaborn and Dullien [8] initially demonstrated RowHammer attacks for compromising the Linux kernel. Afterwards, other researchers exploited RowHammer to break cloud isolation [23], [33], [54], [77], [79], [89], [96], “root” mobile devices [91], [92], take over browsers [14], [25], [28], and attack server applications over the network [66], [89]. All these attacks demonstrate the severity of the RowHammer threat and the need to build effective defenses.

Defenses. Various software-based RowHammer defenses advocate for the detection of the RowHammer patterns [7], cross-domain [16] (or more general) memory isolation [53], [89], [92], or software-controlled ECC [23]. Unfortunately, these defenses are complex, expensive, and/or incomplete. As a result, they are not deployed in practice. Immediately-deployable hardware-based defenses, such as doubling (or even quadrupling) the refresh rate or using existing DRAM modules with error-correction code (ECC) capability to protect against RowHammer, are used in the field, yet they have been shown to be insecure [7], [23], [51].

DDR4: Towards a RowHammer-less landscape. Most prior RowHammer research focuses on DDR3 systems [5], [11]–[13], [17], [23]–[25], [28], [39], [51], [77], [79], [81], [88], [89], [91], [92], [96], [98]. While there are reports of bit flips on DDR4 chips in prior work [27], [56], [66], these results are on earlier generations of DDR4. Through communication with industry, we have confirmation that some early-generation DDR4 chips did not have the “TRR” mitigation enabled by default. In order to understand the modern landscape we test a set of 42 recent DDR4 modules against all standard hammering patterns: (i) single-sided, which simply activates two arbitrary (aggressor) rows in the same bank to induce bit flips in their adjacent victim rows (Figure 3a); (ii) double-sided, which uses the same access patterns as single-sided but the two aggressor rows are chosen to both be adjacent to a single victim row to amplify the effect of hammering (Figure 3b); and (iii) one-location, which activates a single row (Figure 3c) and only applies to systems where the MC employs a closed-row [35], [52] or adaptive [47] page policy.

As we show in Figure 4 our analysis reveals that none of these patterns manifest any bit flip on the modules we test, even when using the exact test suites provided by prior work [27], [51], [88]. Our results suggest that recent DDR4 chips include effective mitigations against the best known hammering patterns, matching claims of DRAM vendors [63], [70]. This raises the important question: Is RowHammer a solved problem?
We start our analysis by showing that TRR is not a single RowHammer mitigation mechanism. Specifically, we demonstrate that TRR is an umbrella term for different solutions at different levels of the hardware stack. Next, we analyze what is arguably the best-known TRR implementation in memory controllers, Intel pTRR [46], and show that it is not deployed in any consumer system we tested (Section IV). Since our results indicate that recent systems do not use TRR implemented at the memory controller level, we analyze TRR implementations in the DRAM chip. We examine in detail the effectiveness of the TRR mitigations that different manufacturers employ inside their chips. In particular, we show that once we reach a solid understanding of the behavior of the mitigation mechanism and build targeted access patterns accordingly, existing in-DRAM RowHammer mitigations become ineffective and one can still trigger RowHammer bit flips under standard conditions (Section V).

We observe that 1) different DRAM chips across vendors and generations can employ different TRR implementations and 2) the distribution of DRAM cells that are vulnerable to RowHammer is different for every chip. Since extensive investigation of every possible memory module is not practical, we generalize the insights gained from our investigation to build TRRpass: a black-box fuzzer for “TRR-aware” RowHammer analysis and exploitation (Section VI). We show how TRRpass can construct a plethora of new and effective RowHammer patterns on multiple TRR-protected DRAM modules. We analyze these patterns, which we collectively refer to as many-sided RowHammer (Section VII), and discuss the implications of TRR-aware hammering exploitation, showing how an attacker armed with TRRpass can mount successful state-of-the-art RowHammer attacks on recent DDR4 systems (Section VIII).

IV. ANALYZING THE MEMORY CONTROLLER

After the initial discovery of RowHammer [8]–[10], [26], [51], BIOS vendors first responded to the vulnerability by doubling the DRAM refresh rate [6], [7], [64]. However, increasing the refresh rate incurs high overhead as more refresh operations consume more energy and delay actual data transfers [51], [67]. As a consequence, manufacturers of newer CPU generations designed and deployed more efficient and effective hardware-based RowHammer mitigations [4], [8], [9], [13], [26], [46]—solutions that would also prevent attacks on vulnerable DDR3 chips.

As the MC services all incoming memory requests from CPU cores, it can efficiently track the requests and implement countermeasures in case of a RowHammer attack. Specifically, the MC can actively monitor the number of activations to specific DRAM rows and then thwart an attack by sending additional activations to DRAM rows that might be affected by RowHammer. Intel’s pseudo-TRR [46] (or pTRR) is the most prominent example of a RowHammer defense that is deployed in the memory controller. However, while it is widely cited in the literature [7], [27], [28], [56], [66], [81], [89], [91], very little is actually known about the pTRR mechanism. In this section, we aim to verify the existence of pTRR and analyze different Intel systems to better understand the deployment and effectiveness of pTRR.

A. TRR-compliant Memory

To protect DRAM from RowHammer using additional targeted refresh operations, the MC must know the maximum number of activates a row can bear before any bit in its neighboring rows flips. Since the discovery of RowHammer, manufacturers typically store this information on the Serial Presence Detect (SPD) chip [40] of the DRAM module and refer to it as Maximum Activate Count (MAC). The SPD is a small read-only memory chip containing information about the memory module (Figure 1). The CPU reads the SPD at boot time to gather all the necessary parameters required to initialize the memory controller, including the MAC field. DRAM modules disclosing this field have been available approximately since 2014 and we denote them as TRR-compliant. We discuss further details in Appendix A.

The JEDEC standard specifies three possible configurations for the MAC value: (i) unlimited, if the DRAM module claims to be RowHammer-free; (ii) untested, if the DRAM module was not inspected after production; or (iii) a discrete value that describes the actual number of activations the DRAM module can bear (e.g., 300K). We read out the MAC of the 42 DDR4 modules we test. We find that, regardless of the DRAM manufacturer, most of these modules claim to be RowHammer-free by reporting an unlimited MAC value (Table II).

B. Intel pTRR Explained

We now take a closer look at the only publicly advertised MC-based solution for Intel CPUs: pseudo-TRR (or pTRR) [46]. Introduced in the Ivy Bridge EP server family [46], pTRR refreshes victim rows when the number of row activations issued to the DRAM exceeds the MAC value—according to Intel’s public documentation [46]. Unfortunately, this solution is not applicable to non-TRR-compliant modules (i.e., those without a MAC value or MAC set to untested). As a result, when such modules are employed, the system defaults to double refresh mode.

Observing pTRR. We analyze the only system officially reported to support pTRR: Xeon E5-2620 v2, with DDR3...
We disable write-protection \cite{41,42} on the SPD of a DDR3 module and we perform the following two experiments.

1. We overwrite the MAC value setting to two configurations: untested, simulating a non-TRR-compliant DRAM module, and unlimited. As mentioned above, when non-TRR-compliant memory is employed, the system should resort to double refresh rate, making it possible to detect the mitigation via frequency analysis of the access latency of uncached memory reads \cite{69}. Indeed, we can observe that with MAC value set to untested, the system resorts to double refresh (Figure 5).

2. We overwrite the MAC value to different discrete values, expecting to observe a difference in the number of bit flips. In the leftmost stack of Figure 6, we show the result of this experiment when hammering the same chunk of memory with MAC value set to 400K or to unlimited. We observe that the number of bit flips drastically decreases when pTRR is enabled (i.e., MAC value set to 400K). Additionally (not shown in Figure 6), we discover that when setting the MAC value to the minimum value defined in the DDR3 specification \cite{41} (i.e., 200K), the system treats the module as a non-TRR-compliant module; that is, it enables double refresh. We do not analyze the effectiveness of pTRR in mitigating RowHammer bit flips in this paper. Lipp et al. \cite{66} report bit flips on a pTRR-enabled system, and operating at increased refresh rate (i.e., double refresh rate) is known to be ineffective \cite{7,23,51} at protecting against RowHammer.

**pTRR has limited deployment.** We run the two experiments for analyzing pTRR on 6 other Intel CPUs from different architecture families that are descendants of Ivy Bridge—both server and consumer lines. Surprisingly, the first experiment \textcircled{1} shows that, when the MAC value is set to untested, the memory controller of each of these 6 CPUs still refreshes the DRAM with the default (not double) refresh rate. This observation shows that no RowHammer mitigation is present at the memory controller level in these CPUs. We corroborate this hypothesis by carrying out the second experiment \textcircled{2} where we measure the number of bit flips as we vary the MAC value. We use the new RowHammer patterns we present in Section VI for the CPUs that support DDR4. In contrast to Xeon E5-2620 v2 server-line CPU, which is reported to support pTRR \cite{45}, the second experiment on consumer-line CPUs does not identify a different number of bit flips for different MAC values. In the rightmost stack of Figure 6 we show the results for the Intel Core i7-8700K consumer-line CPU as an example to illustrate the difference between any of these consumer systems and a pTRR-enabled system. This experiment confirms that pTRR is in fact not present in customer-line CPUs that we test. We list the deployment of MC-based RowHammer mitigations in both server- and consumer-line CPUs in Table I.

**TABLE I: Memory controller defenses.** Defenses detected in our experiments on Intel CPUs starting from the Ivy Bridge family.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>DRAM generation</th>
<th>Defense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Server Line</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xeon E5-2620 v4</td>
<td>Broadwell</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>DDR4</td>
<td>REF×2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xeon E5-2620 v2</td>
<td>Ivy Bridge EP</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>DDR3</td>
<td>pTRR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xeon E3-1270 v3</td>
<td>Haswell</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>DDR3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core i9-9900K</td>
<td>Coffee Lake</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>DDR4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core i7-8700K</td>
<td>Coffee Lake</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>DDR4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core i7-7700K</td>
<td>Kaby Lake</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>DDR4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core i7-5775C</td>
<td>Broadwell</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>DDR3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**C. Discussion**

Our experiments show that the memory controller-based RowHammer mitigations are deployed only in specific families of Intel processors. While we find that pTRR and other mitigations (e.g., double refresh) are used in high-end Xeon servers, our results show that neither DDR3 nor DDR4 consumer systems appear to enable any MC-based mitigation. In Figure 7 we reconstruct a timeline of RowHammer mitigations on Intel platforms based on the results of our analysis. With both DDR3 and DDR4, only server platforms appear to benefit from mitigations inside the memory controller while consumer platforms do not. Based on earlier reports of bit flips using standard RowHammer patterns on consumer DDR4 memory \cite{27,59,66}, we can speculate that in-DRAM mitigations are widely-deployed only since 2016 (i.e., the earliest manufacturing date of a DRAM module with MAC set to unlimited among all modules that we list in Table I). In other words, DRAM manufacturers’ promises of a RowHammer-less future \cite{63,70} hinge entirely on the security of their undocumented in-DRAM TRR mitigations. Unfortunately, as we show in the next sections, analyzing and understanding such mitigations can reveal significant weaknesses that can be exploited to mount RowHammer attacks on modern DDR4 DRAM chips.
Fig. 7: TRR Timeline. Timeline of deployment of TRR as RowHammer mitigation. MC-based mitigations are deployed in both DDR3 and DDR4 server systems since 2013 [46]. In contrast, in-DRAM mitigations appear with DDR4 for both consumer and server systems [63], [70].

V. INSIDE THE DRAM CHIPS

We dig deeper to understand the RowHammer protection that the DRAM vendors implement inside recent DRAM chips, which are advertised as RowHammer-free [63], [70]. So far, the DRAM vendors have not publicly shared the details of the exact RowHammer protection mechanisms they implement in the form of TRR. Therefore, we experiment with and analyze real DRAM chips to shed light on the inner workings of the TRR mechanisms implemented by different vendors in different DRAM chip generations. Performing such an analysis using a general-purpose CPU is extremely challenging because the memory controller provides a very high-level interface to the CPU (i.e., the programmer can interface with the DRAM using only load/store instructions). However, to perform accurate experiments, we need fine-grained control over the low-level commands sent to the DRAM. Therefore, we leverage an open-source FPGA-based memory controller, SoftMC [31], [80], which enables the programmer to issue arbitrary DRAM commands in a cycle-accurate manner. We extend SoftMC to support experimental studies on DDR4 modules. We first discuss our hypotheses for potential ways of implementing in-DRAM TRR. Then, we present case studies for two DRAM modules from different manufacturers. Our results show that different manufacturers implement vastly different TRR mitigations.

A. Building Blocks and Hypotheses

While literature indicates that each manufacturer may implement its own variant of TRR [34], [38], [45], [49], [65], [74], [75], [95], we abstract the implementation details and unravel the two main requirements for supporting TRR: the sampler and the inhibitor. We define these requirements as building blocks and present a series of hypotheses that we verify in the next sections.

The Sampler. A sampling mechanism is required to track which aggressor rows are being hammered. Solutions vary from basic frequency-based sampling to more complex designs that track activations per row. In frequency-based implementations, sampling occurs at fixed periods in time within a refresh interval [34], [74], [95]. For example, a TRR implementation may determine aggressor rows by monitoring every 3rd and 4th access after a REFRESH. The more complex designs that track accesses on a per-row basis, keep activation counters for a number of rows [45], [65] and select aggressors based on their individual activation counts. Despite differences in its implementation, the goal of the sampler remains the same: track which rows are being hammered in order to identify their target victim rows.

Our first hypothesis is that the sampler has a limited size $s$. In other words, there is a maximum number of aggressor rows that the sampler can track. Phrased differently, the TRR mitigation can protect only a limited number of victim rows.

The Inhibitor. Once the sampler is aware of the aggressor rows, the mitigation must thwart the hammering process. As the name Target Row Refresh suggests (and different designs confirm [34], [74], [95]), an effective solution consists of generating extra refreshes for the victim rows. Nonetheless, more sophisticated designs incorporate the possibility of row remapping [38], [48], [67].

Our second hypothesis is that the inhibitor acts at refresh time—based on the literature [34], [74], [95]. Refresh operation is the responsibility of the memory controller, which issues one REFRESH command every $7.8\mu$s ($t_{REFI}$). Since DDR is a synchronous protocol [40], [44], the memory controller must remain idle for a fixed period of time ($t_{RFC}$) before it can send subsequent commands to the bank. Any, possibly additional, targeted refreshes must still respect these timing constraints for the DRAM module to be compliant with the DDRx standard. That is, only a limited number of target rows can be refreshed.

Goals. Based on the aforementioned assumptions we define the following questions that we want to answer.

- What is the size of the sampler?
- How does the sampler track aggressor rows? For example, does it record row activation commands at a constant frequency or based on a function of time?
- How does the inhibitor work? Can it prevent bit flips?

In the following, we try to answer these questions by analyzing TRR via two different case studies.

B. Case I: Module C12

Our first study examines a module from manufacturer $C$. We first find the minimum number of activations that are required to trigger bit flips on this module. To do so, we disable refresh, which prevents TRR from performing refresh on victim rows, and perform a double-sided RowHammer sweep of a single DRAM bank. The results, plotted in Figure 8, show that we can trigger bit flips with as few as 50K activations. This indicates that DRAM cells in DDR4 are generally considerably weaker compared to DRAM cells in the predecessor DDR3 standard, which requires at least $\sim$139K activations [51]. Nonetheless, for future experiments reported in this paper we use a higher activation count so that we can observe more bit flips and draw stronger conclusions.

Mastering refresh. Knowing the physical limitations of the DRAM module, we now reintroduce the REFRESH command. We decide to batch refresh operations together with the goal of understanding the relationship between them and the effectiveness of the TRR mitigation. We perform a series of hammers (i.e., activations of aggressors) followed by $r$ refreshes for ten rounds—we carry out 8K hammers per round. In Figure 9 we report the results of this experiment.
for RowHammer configurations with different numbers of aggressors. Let us first consider only the third column of the plot: double-sided RowHammer. We observe that adding a single refresh causes the number of bit flips to drop from 2,866 to only one (for \( r = 1 \)), and then to zero (for any \( r \geq 2 \)). This experiment provides an insightful result: since sending multiple \texttt{REFRESH} commands varies the number of bit flips, the TRR mitigation must act on every refresh command.

\textbf{Observation 1:} The TRR mitigation acts (i.e., carries out a targeted refresh) on every refresh command.

Next, we take a closer look at the sampler size \( s \) to find how many rows the mitigation can handle. We increase the number of aggressors \( n \) while keeping the number of \texttt{ACT}s per aggressor row constant. For every additional aggressor row, we have an additional victim row. For example, with 3 aggressor rows, the hammering configuration looks like \texttt{VAVAVAV} where \( V \) stands for a victim row and \( A \) stands for an aggressor row. The fourth column in Figure 7 shows the behavior when hammering three aggressors (\( n = 3 \)). Here we observe something different: the number of bit flips decreases significantly when introducing up to two refreshes. However, it plateaus for \( r \geq 3 \) without going down to zero. Notice that when hammering both 2 and 3 rows, the plateaus happen when \( r = n \). This suggests that the TRR mitigation samples more than one aggressor within a refresh interval while it can refresh only one victim per refresh operation. The DRAM can refresh only one of the victim rows likely as a consequence of the tight timing constraints imposed by the \( t_{RFC} \) parameter. Moreover, we can deduce from the remaining non-zero bit flips that the sampler is likely to discard the aggressor row from its table once one of its victims has been refreshed. We can recover the size of the sampler by performing the same experiment for different numbers of aggressors \( n \). While increasing \( n \), we search for the scenario where the number of bit flips stabilizes for \( r < n \). When this happens, we can conclude that we have overflowed the sampler. We show the results of this experiment for different values of \( n \) in Figure 9. As speculated, we see the number of bit flips leveling off (i.e., remaining constant on the y-axis) for \( r \geq 4 \), revealing the size of the sampler to be \( s = 4 \): the sampler in this module can track only 4 aggressor rows.

\begin{itemize}
    \item \textbf{Observation 2:} The mitigation can sample more than one aggressor per refresh interval.
    \item \textbf{Observation 3:} The mitigation can refresh only a single victim within a refresh operation (i.e., time \( t_{RFC} \)).
    \item \textbf{Observation 4:} Sweeping the number of refresh operations and aggressor rows while hammering reveals the sampler size.
\end{itemize}

Based on these observations, we conclude that hammering more than 4 rows should circumvent the mitigation. We confirm this by running a test on our SoftMC FPGA infrastructure [31] with standard conditions (i.e., \( t_{REFI} = 7.8 \mu s \)). Indeed, Figure 10 shows that we overwhelm the mitigation by hammering 5 rows. Figure 10 provides another insight: it shows that for every number of aggressors >5, the number of bit flips decreases drastically compared to 5-sided RowHammer—suggesting that the sampler selects rows in a specific fashion. While we tried to understand this behavior of the sampler, the lack of visibility inside the DRAM chip made it challenging. Regardless, this additional information is not necessary given that hammering 5 aggressors in standard conditions already bypasses the in-DRAM mitigation.

\textbf{Fig. 8:} Bit flips vs. number of activations. Module \( C_{12} \): We can observe bit flips with as few as 25K activations per aggressor row (i.e., 50K activations in total due to double-sided hammering).

\textbf{Fig. 9:} Refreshes vs. Bit Flips. Module \( C_{12} \): Number of bit flips detected when sending \( r \) refresh commands to the module. We report this for different number of aggressor rows (\( n \)). For example, when hammering 5 rows, followed by sending 2 refreshes, we find 1,710 bit flips. This figure shows that the number of bit flips stabilizes for \( r \geq 4 \), implying that the size of the sampler may be 4.

\textbf{Fig. 10:} Bit flips vs. number of aggressor rows. Module \( C_{12} \): Number of bit flips in bank 0 as we vary the number of aggressor rows. Using SoftMC, we refresh DRAM with standard \( t_{REFI} \) and run the tests until each aggressor rows is hammered 500K times.
C. Case II: Module \( A_{15} \)

To provide an understanding of the different flavors of in-DRAM TRR, we further study the behavior of a memory module from a different manufacturer: \( A_{15} \). We quickly test and confirm that the mitigation acts at every refresh command, corroborating the observation made in the previous case study. We then move to analyzing the relationship between the number of bit flips and the number of aggressor rows \( n \), with the default refresh rate, depicted in Figure 11. We find that we can reliably flip bits for \( n \geq 7 \), indicating a sampler of size 6.

Double-sided RowHammer resurrected. Although we now already bypass the mitigation, we take this one step further and try to analyze the sampler to see if we can revive the more efficient double-sided RowHammer attack. Our approach consists of finding the minimal set of dummy rows that allows us to trick the mitigation mechanism into refreshing all other neighbors of the hammered rows but our victim. For this, we focus on a single row that we know to be susceptible to bit flips and for which we find in advance the threshold of hammers required to observe bit flips. Based on this threshold, we carry out successive experiments while modifying two parameters: (i) the distribution of activations across aggressor and dummy rows and (ii) the number of dummies starting from 6 (i.e., the supposed size of the sampler). To our surprise, regardless of the configuration, we could not detect any bit flip.

Investigating further, we discover two more parameters that were previously unaccounted for:

- **DRAM command order dependency.** The sampler may act at specific DRAM commands issued within a refresh interval and thus it may not necessarily sample based only on frequency. In the case of module \( A_{15} \), the sampler seems to record the first \( \alpha \) activations after a refresh command—where \( \alpha \leq 6 \).

- **Address dependency.** In module \( A_{15} \), we observe a dependency between the aggressor-row address and the dummy rows’ addresses. That is, when hammering two aggressor rows, we detect more bit flips when we pick particular dummy rows compared to picking random dummy rows. This suggests that the design of the sampler involves optimizations to reduce the storage cost of tracking row activations such that multiple aggressor rows’ addresses may conflict.

**Observation 5:** The sampler records row activations at specific commands and likely at specific ordering of commands (i.e., it performs command-order-based sampling).

**Observation 6:** The sampling mechanism is affected by the addresses of aggressor rows (i.e., sampling is row-address-dependent).

D. Running on the CPU: Module \( A_{15} \)

While we observe a considerable number of bit flips when we use the (optimal) activation pattern discovered by SoftMC, a custom FPGA memory controller does not represent a widespread threat model. As a consequence, we want to check if we can reproduce the same access pattern when running on commodity hardware, such as a regular desktop computer.

During the analysis process, we find the mitigation of the \( A_{15} \) memory module to be command order and address dependent. This represents a great challenge when trying to reproduce access patterns that cause bit flips from the CPU. In fact, in order to fool the mitigation, we need to carry out a specific series of activations right after a \texttt{REFRESH} command to keep the inhibitor busy with another set of rows than the intended victim row. This means we need to synchronize our access pattern with the \texttt{REFRESH} command. Even though we can detect refresh operations (Section V-C), synchronizing our access pattern with them is much more difficult. We re-implement the access patterns discovered in the analysis process, which we explain in Section V-C to run on the CPU. However, we observe much fewer bit flips compared to what we obtain with SoftMC, suggesting we may not be able to perfectly synchronize the hammering pattern with the refresh operations using a CPU. This is likely due to the fact that the memory controller applies various optimizations that can reorder memory requests and refresh commands.

E. Observations

Our experiments in Section V-D show the difficulty of reproducing our FPGA results—those obtained in a simplified, controlled environment—on a modern CPU. This advocates for a better solution for finding effective access patterns that trigger bit flips on TRR-protected DDR4 chips. In the next section, we introduce TRRespass, a black-box RowHammer test suite that generates effective access patterns to bypass in-DRAM TRR solutions.

TRRespass is inspired by the insights that we obtained using our analysis of TRR-protected DDR4 chips in this section. More specifically, we take advantage of the following insights:

1. The sampler can track a limited number of aggressor rows. Thus, we may need to overflow the sampler’s aggressor rows table in order to bypass the TRR mitigation.
2. The sampler may sample activations at specific commands, at a specific frequency, or both.
3. The sampler design may be row address dependent. Therefore, some rows may be easier to hammer than others and the same set of rows activated in different order may yield completely different results.
4. The cells in DDR4 chips are much more RowHammer-prone than those on DDR3 [51], requiring fewer activations to trigger bit flips.
In the next section, we describe how we use these observations to build a (guided) black-box fuzzer that can cause bit flips on TRR-protected DDR4 modules.

VI. TRRespass: A TRR-aware RowFuzzer

To convert the knowledge that we gathered from our analysis process on the FPGA-based SoftMC platform into practical attacks that we can launch from regular software on a CPU, we developed a guided black-box fuzzer for RowHammer called TRRespass. When searching for usable access patterns, a CPU-based fuzzer has two main advantages over an FPGA-based approach: (i) it allows an attacker to completely ignore the memory controller (and the optimizations it implements), and (ii) it provides a scalable approach to testing for RowHammer bit flips. Indeed, since different manufacturers deploy very different TRR solutions as we show in Section V trying to obtain a detailed understanding of the full behavior of every TRR-protected memory module is not practical. Even so, we will demonstrate that these details in most cases do not get in the way of finding effective patterns: TRRespass was able to automatically find access patterns that trigger bit flips on modules we did not analyze, and even on mobile platforms using LPDDR4(X) chips—albeit in a simplified way.

A. Design

Based on the observations in Section V, TRRespass’ fuzzing strategy is based on two parameters: Cardinality and Location.

Cardinality. Cardinality represents the number of aggressor rows hammered. We show in Section V-B that some modules require a large number of aggressor rows to overflow the sampler and induce bit flips. For instance, Figure 11 indicates that we need at least 7 rows to observe bit flips in module A15. On the other hand, increasing the cardinality too much is counterproductive. In particular, a DRAM module cannot carry out more than a certain number of activations within the 64 ms interval between two refreshes of the same row. The maximum number of row activations that can be performed within 64 ms mainly depends on the row cycle time ($t_{RC}$) that defines the number of clock cycles between two activate commands to the same bank. In most modules $t_{RC} \approx 45 \text{ ns}$. It follows that the maximum number of activations that we can perform within a 64 ms interval is $1.4 \times 10^8$ (64 ms ÷ 45 ns). If we tune the fuzzer to hammer each aggressor row at least 50 K times (see Section V-B), the upper limit for the cardinality is 28 rows.

Location. Based on the results of Section V-C, we know that the sampler may have dependence on row addresses. Thus, we want to randomize the location of the aggressors to maximize the probability of bypassing address-dependent TRR mitigations. Moreover, by picking the access pattern randomly, we implicitly bypass any feature of the sampler in the time domain. That is, regardless of the design of the sampler (command-order-based or frequency-based), choosing random values for the distances between the aggressors also randomizes the aggressors’ relative positions in the access pattern. Given a set of aggressors, we choose to activate them in a round-robin fashion since our experiments show that other strategies do not bring benefits in terms of the number of bit flips.

Fuzzing strategy. TRRespass evaluates randomly-generated access patterns based on the number of unique bit flips. It generates the patterns by randomizing the cardinality and location parameters. If a bank contains $n$ rows, evaluating the combinations of all $n$ rows taking $k$ at a time ($k < n$) would be impractical as $n$ is in the order of tens of thousands in modern DRAMs. To obtain results within a reasonable time frame, the fuzzer therefore allocates a smaller chunk of memory, spanning a subset of rows across different banks, and builds RowHammer access patterns that respect the geometry of the memory configuration. The number of patterns that the fuzzer can test in a given time frame is determined by the number of hammering rounds (i.e., activations ÷ cardinality). We pick this value such that we generate activations that cover more than $3 \times$ refresh period. This configuration makes sure that the victim rows are hammered for at least an entire 64 ms interval before their refresh.

B. TRRespass-ing over DDR4

We evaluate our fuzzer and all other experiments on an Intel Core i7-7700K, mounted on an ASUS STRIX Z270G motherboard. We acquire a set of 42 memory modules produced by the three leading DRAM manufacturers (currently holding around 95% of the market). As shown in Table II, the set consists of 16 modules from vendor A, 12 from B, and 14 from C. We tested all the memory modules singularly to draw conclusions about the individual chips. We ran TRRespass for more than 6 hours on each module, scanning a memory chunk of 128 adjacent rows from each bank. We now describe the results obtained through TRRespass’ black-box analysis.

Many-sided RowHammer. In one of our initial tests, TRRespass assembled a very simple and elegant access pattern that turned out to be effective on most B modules: assisted double-sided. That is, a double-sided pattern with a “sidekick” row. As shown in Figure 12a, this pattern hammers rows $x - 1, x + 1$, similarly to double-sided RowHammer, plus an extra one ($x + n$, where $n > 2$).

![Fig. 12: Hammering patterns discovered by TRRespass. Aggressor rows are in red (•) and victim rows are in blue (■).](image)

The analysis on all the 42 DRAM modules then allowed us to generalize the assisted double-sided access pattern to a broader class of access patterns which we call Many-sided RowHammer. Our results show that an attacker can benefit from sophisticated hammering patterns that exploit repeated accesses to many aggressor rows. We now refer to the discovered patterns using the nomenclature $n$-sided where $n$ is the cardinality of the pattern. For instance, assisted double-sided which is effective on B modules (Figure 12a), falls under the category of 3-sided RowHammer. Note that while we omit the location of the aggressors from this discussion, this
TABLE II: TRRespass results. We report the number of patterns found and bit flips detected for the 42 DRAM modules in our set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Date (yy-ww)</th>
<th>Freq. (MHz)</th>
<th>Size (GB)</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Found Patterns</th>
<th>Best Pattern</th>
<th>Corruptions</th>
<th>Double Refresh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A0,1,2,3</td>
<td>16-37</td>
<td>2132</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>16-51</td>
<td>2132</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9-sided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>18-51</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8 × 16</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6</td>
<td>18-15</td>
<td>2666</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8 × 16</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8</td>
<td>17-09</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>19-sided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A9</td>
<td>17-31</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>19-sided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A10</td>
<td>19-02</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>10-sided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A11</td>
<td>19-02</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>10-sided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A12,13</td>
<td>18-50</td>
<td>2666</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A14</td>
<td>19-08†</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>14-sided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A15†</td>
<td>17-08</td>
<td>2132</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9-sided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B0</td>
<td>18-11</td>
<td>2666</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3-sided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>18-11</td>
<td>2666</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3-sided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>18-49</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3-sided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>19-08†</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3,5</td>
<td>19-08†</td>
<td>2666</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6,7</td>
<td>19-08†</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6,9</td>
<td>19-08†</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B9,10</td>
<td>19-08†</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3-sided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B10,11</td>
<td>16-13†</td>
<td>2132</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C0,1</td>
<td>18-46</td>
<td>2666</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2,3</td>
<td>19-08†</td>
<td>2800</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4,5</td>
<td>19-08†</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6,7</td>
<td>19-08†</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8</td>
<td>19-08†</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C0</td>
<td>18-47</td>
<td>2666</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10,11</td>
<td>19-04</td>
<td>2933</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UL</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12,13†</td>
<td>15-01†</td>
<td>2132</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UT</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10-sided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C13†</td>
<td>18-49</td>
<td>2132</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16 × 8</td>
<td>UT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9-sided</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† The module does not report manufacturing date. Therefore, we report purchase date as an approximation.
‡ Analyzed using the FPGA-based SoftMC.
○ The system runs with double refresh frequency in standard conditions. We configured the refresh interval to be 64 ms in the BIOS settings.

parameter in some cases does play a role in the effectiveness of the pattern and we further discuss it in Appendix B.

Results. TRRespass discovered effective access patterns for 13 of the 42 TRR-protected memory modules in our set. Table II reports the results for the number of access patterns identified and the structure of the most effective pattern. One interesting insight we gain from our analysis is that there is not a single effective access pattern per module. In fact, we can see that all the modules where TRRespass induces bit flips are vulnerable to at least two different access patterns. On B modules, we could identify access patterns on 4 out of the 12 modules we analyzed, and always with simple 4-sided and 3-sided patterns as presented in Figure 12. On the other hand, none of these patterns appear to work on the other vendors’ chips. For example, in Figure 13 we show the number of aggressor rows required to trigger bit flips on module A10. We can see that no bit flip can be triggered with fewer than 8 aggressor rows. TRRespass successfully triggers bit flips on 7 of 16 A modules, with several very different patterns. A4 and A15 are mainly vulnerable to the 9-sided variant, A10 and A11 to different variants of the 10-sided pattern, and A8 and A9 to a 19-sided pattern. On C modules, TRRespass discovers effective RowHammer patterns on only 2 of 14 modules. We observe that C12 and C13 are vulnerable to 9-sided and 10-sided hammering patterns.4

A scalable framework. The results of TRRespass on module A15 demonstrate how a black-box approach can be extremely beneficial. In Section V we describe how complex it can be to reproduce the optimal access pattern discovered using SoftMC on a CPU system. In contrast, TRRespass discovers two very successful access patterns that generate a significant number of bit flips automatically.

4While TRRespass identifies effective RowHammer access patterns only on 13 out of 42 modules, this does not mean that the other modules are immune to RowHammer. Similarly, these results do not necessarily show that memory modules from a specific vendor are more or less vulnerable than modules from other vendors. Similar to regular software fuzzers, it may simply be a matter of time and better strategies to find access patterns that lead to bit flips. Our testing is also not exhaustive due to limited testing time and resources.
C. **TRRespass on LPDDR4(X)**

In order to understand how widespread the issue is, we implement a simplified version of **TRRespass** for ARMv8 to test LPDDR4 [40] and LPDDR4X [43] chips on mobile phones. Due to the fragmented nature of the Android ecosystem and the limited privileges (and resources) available on some of these devices, we drop one of the two fundamental parameters used in our previous design: **location**. In other words, we simply map a big chunk of memory and find a pool of addresses that belong to the same bank [76]. Van der Veen et al. [91], [92] rely on uncached memory due to the lack of cache flushing instructions on ARMv7. This restriction does not apply any longer on ARMv8, and thus we do not use uncached memory. In our experiments, **TRRespass** discovers effective hammering patterns on 5 of the 13 devices, proving that TRR-protected mobile platforms are also still vulnerable to RowHammer (data is shown in Table III). Not all mobile platforms report information about the memory manufacturer and we do not have fine grained control over the memory allocations. As a result, we cannot draw any conclusion with regard to the extent of the vulnerability on LPDDR4(X).

Furthermore, phones from the same model can use DRAM chips from different manufacturers. This means that even if **TRRespass** finds RowHammer bit flips on a certain phone from a specific model, another phone from the same model may not exhibit these bit flips. Similarly, the opposite can also be true.

**VII. Evaluation**

In this section, we systematically evaluate our 42 DDR4 DRAM modules against the optimal RowHammer access pattern (i.e., the one that yields the most bit flips) identified by **TRRespass** for each module.

**A. Results**

We test each of the 42 modules using the most-bit-flip-incurring RowHammer pattern that we discover for each module in Section VI-B. For every module, we perform a sweep over 256 MB of contiguous physical memory.\(^3\) We then examine the memory for RowHammer bit flips in both **true** cells and **anti** cells [51], [68]. In other words, we look for both \(1 \rightarrow 0\) and \(0 \rightarrow 1\) bit flips. We show the results for all the 42 modules in Table II. We now provide a detailed explanation of these results by discussing them separately for each DRAM vendor.

**Vendor A.** In Section VI we show **TRRespass** can bypass how mitigations from manufacturer A. We can recover multiple effective access patterns for 7 of the 16 modules in our experiments. In Table III we provide the number of bit flips that we observe on the vulnerable A modules. The results are worrisome: we find more than 16K bit flips on average across the 7 vulnerable modules. In addition to the large number of bit flips, we also observe that the bit flips occur with significantly fewer row activations on vendor A's DDR4 modules compared to previous generation DDR3 DRAM devices. For example, on \(A_8\) and \(A_9\), we can effectively perform 19-sided RowHammer with as few as \(\sim 45K\) row activations to each of the effective aggressor rows (i.e., the aggressor rows adjacent to the target victim row(s)) within the 64ms refresh period. In contrast, Kim et al. [51] show that bit flips occur with \(\sim 139K\) or more DRAM row activations on older DDR3 modules.

**Vendor B.** In Section VII we describe assisted double-sided (i.e., 3-sided) and 4-sided hammering as two effective patterns against a subset of our memory modules from vendor B. However, the low bit flip counts in Table II show that bypassing the TRR mitigation on these modules is non-trivial. We run further experiments on these modules to understand the limited number of bit flips we observe. We make two observations. First, when we repeat for multiple iterations the

---

**TABLE III: LPDDR4(X) results.** Mobile phones tested against **TRRespass** on ARMv8 sorted by production date. We found bit flip inducing RowHammer patterns on 5 out of 13 mobile phones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mobile Phone</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>SoC</th>
<th>Memory (GB)</th>
<th>Found Patterns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google Pixel</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>MSM8996</td>
<td>4(^{\dagger})</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Pixel 2</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>MSM8998</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Exynos 9810</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huawei P20 DS</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Kirin 970</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony XZ3</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>SDM845</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC U12+</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>SDM845</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG G7 ThinQ</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>SDM845</td>
<td>4(^{\dagger})</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Pixel 3</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>SDM845</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Pixel 4</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>SM8150</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OnePlus 7</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>SM8150</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung G970F/DS</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Exynos 9820</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huawei P30 DS</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Kirin 980</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi Redmi Note 8 Pro</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Helio G90T</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{\dagger}\) LPDDR4 (not LPDDR4X)

---

\(^{3}\) We avoid testing the entire capacity of the DRAM modules and instead test 256 MB of each module to reduce testing time. We note that this could potentially cause **TRRespass** to miss the most RowHammer-prone portions of a module. Thus, we believe **TRRespass** is likely to be more effective than what we report in this paper.
same RowHammer experiment using the aggressor rows that we know can cause bit flips, we observe a varying number of bit flips in the victim row(s) across different iterations. Figure [14] shows the number of bit flips that we can trigger on a specific row, using 3 aggressors in module $B_0$. We observe from the figure that different iterations (i.e., samples) of the same test reveal a different number of bit flips in the same victim row. Second, when hammering the same module in a multi-DIMM configuration (i.e., two identical modules on the same system), we often observe more bit flips. These results hint at the presence of a parameter $TRRespass$ cannot (yet) bypass. The fact that we occasionally observe a large number of bit flips suggests that these modules are quite susceptible to RowHammer, and causing more bit flips may be only a matter of improving our fuzzing strategy.

Vendor C. $TRRespass$ identifies effective patterns on 2 of 14 C modules. However, we see a steep drop in the number of bit flips on modules from newer generations. Module $C_{13}$, produced before 2015, is the oldest and most vulnerable module in our test set (Table [I]). Modules of newer generations are less vulnerable (if at all) to RowHammer, and causing more bit flips may be only a matter of improving our fuzzing strategy.

![Fig. 14: Bit flips vs. Test iterations. Module $B_0$: Number of bit flips over test iterations. In each iteration, the aggressor rows are hammered for three refresh intervals.](image)

**VIII. EXPLOITATION WITH TRRespass**

$TRRespass$ generates many-sided RowHammer patterns to bypass TRR on modern DDR4 modules. While such access patterns are more sophisticated than standard RowHammer access patterns [27], [51], [88], we now show that their practical exploitability is not only possible, but also similar, in spirit, to existing state-of-the-art RowHammer attacks. For this purpose, we show how we craft many-sided RowHammer exploits using the general RowHammer exploitation framework used by prior work in the area [79]. The exploitability investigated by the framework revolves around three fundamental steps: (i) Memory templating, (ii) Memory massaging, and (iii) Exploitation.

**Memory Templating.** In this step, the attacker scans memory with RowHammer access patterns, looking for vulnerable memory pages (or templates) where one or more bits can be flipped at a specific offset. For templating to be successful, an attacker needs to use the desired patterns when accessing DRAM. Prior work has already demonstrated the feasibility of using double-sided RowHammer patterns using either huge (2MB) pages [79] or a variety of side channels to identify not the case on consumer platforms. However, $tREFI$ can (sometimes) be set in the BIOS. Although double-refresh was demonstrated in the past to not fully eliminate the RowHammer vulnerability [7], [51], the introduction of in-DRAM TRR may have changed the situation. In fact, since TRR acts mainly at refresh time, doubling the refresh operations could improve TRR’s security guarantees, enforcing the inhibitor operations more frequently. To test this hypothesis, we evaluate our modules against $TRRespass$ when running them with double refresh.

Our experiment reveals the presence of new hammering patterns that are still able to trigger bit flips in three modules (as indicated in the rightmost column in Table [II]). This result further undermines the efficacy of double refresh as a stopgap solution against RowHammer even when in-DRAM TRR is deployed.

**C. Repeatability of the Bit Flips**

Repeatability is a fundamental factor in RowHammer exploitation. The ability to reliably trigger a bit flip repeatedly [51] is what made RowHammer so popular in adversarial scenarios [14], [25], [28], [71], [72], [79], [81], [89], [91], [96]. We study the repeatability of these many-sided RowHammer bit flips to better understand their properties. We pick one DRAM module per DRAM vendor ($A_{14}$, $B_1$, $C_{13}$) and we run the best pattern for each module. When a bit flip occurs, we try to repeat it. Our experiment confirms that bit flips are repeatable in a reliable way for all the modules. However, it may require multiple attempts before obtaining the same bit flip again and sometimes we may observe many other spurious bit flips generated by the same pattern (see our analysis of Vendor $B$ modules in Section VII-A). We discuss the implications of this phenomenon for the exploitation of these bit flips in Section VIII.

---

\*\*\* 6 As we report in Table [II] we occasionally detect double-refresh behavior on particular DRAM modules. This suggests that the memory controller may employ module-dependent mechanisms for RowHammer mitigation.\*\*\*
physically contiguous memory ranges [25], [37], [54], [91]. For many-sided RowHammer, we can use the former mechanism as long as we can fit all the aggressor rows in a single huge page (similar to double-sided RowHammer). This is possible for simple variants such as 3-sided RowHammer, but not for complex variants such as 19-sided (which may require two or more consecutive huge pages). However, many of these modules vulnerable to lengthy patterns are also vulnerable to a series of different other patterns (often shorter). Moreover, the results on LPDDR4(X), where we simply hammer random addresses belonging to the same bank, demonstrate that the location of the aggressors is not always a fundamental parameter—relaxing the assumptions for the attacker. In the case where only extended patterns (e.g., 19-sided) are effective or in the absence of huge pages in the system, we can still use a variety of page allocator side channels [25], [54], [91] or speculative side channels [27], [93] to locate a sufficiently large contiguous memory chunk to fit our many-sided RowHammer patterns and template memory.

Memory Massaging. Once vulnerable templates are available, the attacker needs to implement some form of memory massaging to lure the victim into mapping the target data onto one of the available templates. Any of the memory massaging techniques described in prior work still apply with no modifications to many-sided RowHammer, given that memory massaging is pattern-agnostic [14], [25], [27], [28], [79], [91], [92].

Exploitation. Once the target data is mapped onto the target template, the attacker needs to trigger the same RowHammer bit flips using the previously templated access patterns to complete the final exploitation step. For this step to be successful, the attacker needs to ensure that, with high probability, (i) the templated bit flips are repeatable, and (ii) there are no spurious (non-templated) bit flips in the victim page. Prior work has shown that these assumptions hold in practice for state-of-the-art attacks based on standard access patterns. Compared to such patterns, many-sided patterns incur similar (albeit lower) repeatability, as discussed in Section VII-C. In practice, this means the attacker may have to perform the access patterns multiple times for reliable exploitation. Moreover, to ensure there are no spurious bit flips across runs, the attacker can trivially mask irrelevant columns in the aggressor rows as shown in previous work [23], [33], [54] or otherwise use these bit flips as part of a compatible attack vector (e.g., corrupting multiple bits of a cryptographic key [79]).

Overall, TRRespass-based exploitation is very similar to existing RowHammer attacks. As shown in the next section, once effective many-sided access patterns are available, an attacker can reliably mount real-world RowHammer attacks on modern DDR4 systems in a matter of minutes.

A. Exploitation on DDR4

Armed with (repeatable) templates, we now study the effectiveness of different RowHammer exploits on modern DDR4 systems. To this end, we implement three example attacks: (i) the original RowHammer exploit targeting PTEs (Page Table Entries) to obtain kernel privileges from Seaborn and Dullien [81], (ii) the RSA exploit from Razavi et al. [79] that corrupts public keys to gain access to a co-hosted VM, and (iii) the opcode flipping exploit on the sudo binary from Gruss et al. [27]. The PTE exploit [81] takes advantage of bit flips on the Page Frame Number (PFN) to probabilistically redirect the virtual to physical mapping of an attacker-controlled page to another page table page. This relies on page table spraying to increase the probability of referencing another page table page with the corrupted PFN. The exploit from Gruss et al. [27] shows that it is possible to target code pages in the page cache to compromise opcodes and bypass permission checks on the sudo binary. Gruss et al. [27] report 29 vulnerable opcodes to use for this purpose. Razavi et al. [79] propose an attack to compromise an RSA public key stored in the page cache. They prove that causing a bit flip in the modulus of a 1024-bit or 2048-bit RSA public key makes the modulus factorizable with a probability of 12.22%. For our analysis, we target a 2048-bit RSA public key.

We assume an attacker capable of performing memory massaging—placing an exploit target on one of the vulnerable memory pages—using any well-known technique [14], [25], [27], [28], [79], [91], [92]. Table IV presents our results for two sample modules for each vendor—the most and least vulnerable from the same manufacturer. As part of our analysis, we also record $\tau$ (i.e., time to template a single row), since many-sided RowHammer requires more time to carry out templating compared to previous RowHammer variants. As expected, we see a large discrepancy across the different modules, which matches the largely different number of bit flips reported in Table I. In the case of $B$ modules, where TRRespass is able to generate very few bit flips, we are unable to reproduce any attack. On the other hand, on the other 4 modules from vendors $A$ and $C$ we can (overall) find templates to reproduce all the attacks. On $C_{12}$, we can reproduce the PTE attack [81] in as little as 2.3 s, while the RSA-2048 exploit [79], when successful, can take up to 39 m 48 s ($A_4$). Bypassing sudo permission checks [27] turned out to be possible only on $C_{12}$ in 54 m 16 s. Note that we assume existing templating strategies as is: we did not attempt to craft more sophisticated attacks, since our goal is solely to test existing RowHammer variants. Overall, our results show that RowHammer still presents a significant threat to the security of modern DDR4 systems, even in the presence of in-DRAM TRR mitigations.

Table IV: Time to exploit. Time to find the first exploitable template on two sample modules from each DRAM vendor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>$\tau$ (ms)</th>
<th>PTE [81]</th>
<th>RSA-2048 [79]</th>
<th>sudo [27]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_{14}$</td>
<td>188.7</td>
<td>4.9s</td>
<td>6m 27s</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_4$</td>
<td>180.8</td>
<td>38.8s</td>
<td>39 m 28s</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_1$</td>
<td>360.7</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_2$</td>
<td>331.2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{12}$</td>
<td>300.0</td>
<td>2.3s</td>
<td>74.6s</td>
<td>54m 16s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{13}$</td>
<td>180.9</td>
<td>3h 15m</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1: Time to template a single row: time to fill the victim and aggressor rows + hammer time + time to scan the row.
RowHammer. In their seminal work, Kim et al. [51] are the first to rigorously introduce and characterize the RowHammer vulnerability. Following this work, a large number of attacks compromising a variety of different systems [5], [12], [13], [17], [24], [25], [28], [39], [77], [79], [81], [89], [91], [92], [96], [98] and characterization studies [22], [23], [27], [78], [88] emerged, as described in a recent retrospective article [72]. Prior work relies on three main classes of RowHammer patterns to induce bit flips: (i) single-sided, (ii) double-sided, and (iii) one-location RowHammer. None of these techniques are effective against modern DDR4 modules with in-DRAM RowHammer mitigations. Lanteigne [55], [59] proposes a technique (called regional RowHammer), where a small 2 MB region (e.g., a Linux hugepage) is hammered using multiple software threads to increase the DRAM row activation rate. In fact, we are not the first to use the term n-sided RowHammer for n = 4, as Lanteigne refers to his technique as quad-sided [55]. However, his technique does not provide a clear or methodical way of picking aggressor rows that are close to each other in a bank, and instead aims to maximize the number of row activations. We show that merely maximizing the number of activations is not sufficient to bypass in-DRAM RowHammer mitigations.

Software-based mitigations. Herath and Fogh [32] and Aweke et al. [7] suggested “hybrid” mitigations based on hardware performance counters to detect suspicious hammering-like activity. Other mitigations, such as CATT [16] and GuardION [92], try to enforce DRAM-based data isolation to prevent RowHammer attacks from corrupting sensitive data. Nevertheless, recent work has shown how these mitigations cannot stop more sophisticated attacks [25], [27]. With the correct DRAM mapping functions, ZebRAM [53] can protect the entire system by extending isolation to the entire DRAM. Unfortunately, ZebRAM becomes expensive when the active working set of an application is larger than half of DRAM capacity.

Hardware-based mitigations. Although doubling the refresh rate or using ECC memory are immediately-deployable solutions, they have proven insufficient to stop RowHammer [7], [23], [51]. Other hardware-based mitigation techniques have been proposed [62], [86], [87] but, to our knowledge, these have not been deployed in real systems. Kim et al. propose Probabilistic Adjacent Row Activation (PARA) [51], which is a low overhead mechanism to prevent RowHammer bit flips. When a row is activated, with a very small probability, PARA refreshes rows adjacent to the activated row. A variant of PARA, Hardware RHP, appears to be employed by some Intel memory controllers [36], [73], [90], [92]. This is a new RowHammer measure in the memory controller and its robustness is yet to be independently validated. In recent years, TRR has become the hardware-based RowHammer mitigation of choice, first deployed in the MC on DDR3 systems and then in-DRAM on DDR4. While DDR3 systems have been widely studied, only a few studies have reported RowHammer bit flips on DDR4 [27], [56], [66]. Compared to our analysis, such studies have induced bit flips on selected earlier-generation DDR4 modules. In contrast, we study several generations of DDR4 modules (including the most-recent off-the-shelf devices) and find that, while standard access patterns are no longer effective, new many-sided RowHammer patterns can still induce bit flips on many TRR-protected DDR4 modules in the market today.
The **MAC** field is a field of one byte located at byte 41 on the SPD of a DDR3 module [41] and byte 7 on the SPD of a DDR4 module [42]. This field reports information about the module’s resiliency to RowHammer. In the single byte allocated to the **MAC** value inside the SPD [41], [42], only the 6 least significant bits are used to store information about the module’s limits in the form of **MAC** and **tMAC** (Figure [15]), where **MAC** is the **Maximum Activate Count** and **tMAC** is the **Maximum Activate Window**, which simply acts as a multiplier for **MAC** (Figure [15]). The remaining two most significant bits are flagged as reserved. As we mention in Section [IV], the **MAC** value can take three configurations:

- **unlimited**, as value 0b1000;
- **untested**, as value 0b0000; or
- discrete values from 200K to 700K with steppings of +100K—values 0b0001 to 0b0110.

**Fig. 15:** SPD’s **MAC** field. Bit 7 needs to be set in order to enable pTRR [46].

In one of our early experiments, we discovered that our definition of TRR-compliant modules slightly diverges from Intel’s definition of pTRR-compliant modules [46]. In fact, we discovered that in order to enable pTRR, bit 7 (one of the reserved bits) needs to be set. If not, regardless of the **MAC** and **tMAC** values, the system treats the module as non-compliant. This is likely a legacy feature which stems from the fact that pTRR [46] was introduced before TRR became part of the JEDEC standard [41].

**APPENDIX B**

**TRRespass-ING PATTERNS**

In Section [VI-B] we explain the new **n-sided** hammering patterns we use in our experiments. We now provide a more general definition of these hammering patterns.

**TRRespass** randomizes two parameters: **cardinality** and **distance**. Cardinality and distance together define a novel hammering pattern that we refer to as \( \langle n\text{-sided} \mid \text{dist}=d \rangle \) RowHammer. The pattern consists of \( \frac{n}{2} \) pairs of aggressor rows, where the two aggressor rows in each pair are placed one victim row apart (similar to double-sided RowHammer). The distance \( d \) defines the number of rows between the aggressor row pairs. For example, the \( \langle 4\text{-sided} \mid \text{dist}=3 \rangle \) pattern contains two aggressor row pairs (four aggressor rows in total), and the two aggressor row pairs are three rows apart from each other.

The n-sided pattern, which we refer to throughout the paper, is another example, where the distance between the aggressor row pairs is one row.

**Fig. 16:** Bit flips induced by \( \langle 10\text{-sided} \mid \text{dist}=D \rangle \) RowHammer-pattern as a function of \( D \). X-axis plots the distance between each aggressor row pair. Y-axis reports the number of unique bit flips.

**APPENDIX A**

**TRR-COMPLIANT MEMORY**

In Section [IV] we define TRR-compliant memory. Here we expand on this concept, also explaining the difference between TRR-compliant and pTRR-compliant memory.

The **MAC** field is a field of one byte located at byte 41 on the SPD of a DDR3 module [41] and byte 7 on the SPD of a DDR4 module [42]. This field reports information about the module’s resiliency to RowHammer. In the single byte allocated to the **MAC** value inside the SPD [41], [42], only the 6 least significant bits are used to store information about the module’s limits in the form of **MAC** and **tMAC** (Figure [15]), where **MAC** is the **Maximum Activate Count** and **tMAC** is the **Maximum Activate Window**, which simply acts as a multiplier for **MAC** (Figure [15]). The remaining two most significant bits are flagged as reserved. As we mention in Section [IV], the **MAC** value can take three configurations:

- **unlimited**, as value 0b1000;
- **untested**, as value 0b0000; or
- discrete values from 200K to 700K with steppings of +100K—values 0b0001 to 0b0110.